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The world faces unprecedented hazards due to climate change. Each affected area is
considered a warning for humanity. Due to the climate emergency, its repercussions
have inevitably exceeded the environmental aspect to reach the political and social ones.
Although climate change is rarely the main spark of a conflict, it is an additional factor for
hazards leading to aggravating weaknesses and deepening injustices.
Thus, studying and addressing security issues related to climate have become a strategic priority
for political matters management and building peace. Such hazards are closely related to their
contexts, as they lead to various impacts according to areas, countries, and local communities.
This requires conducting analyses and creating integrated responses because they affect various
social classes disproportionately.
The severity of hazards is worse when previous or existing conflicts have impeded institutions
and communities' ability to absorb additional pressures resulting from climate change or
adaptation to changing environments.
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Within context, linkages between climate change and security have been an interest for several
policymakers, researchers, statesmen, and security experts since early 21st century. Thus, climate
change has been growingly described as a security issue although there is nothing near
consensus on the nature of relation between climate change and security. If climate change is
agreed to have a direct grave effect on people's lives and health and threaten the basic
components human life relies on —such as air, water, food supply, and appropriate
temperatures—, this is not the case for those who try to unveil the linkage between climate
change and security with all its dimensions.
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In this regard, an orientation for studying
the nature, levels, and paths of such
linkages, asking several relevant
questions, and attempting to find
answers has emerged. For instance, what
are the linkages between climate change
and security? Under which circumstances
can climate change lead to security
threats? Should climate change be
included in security discourse?
That being said, this article aims at
discovering the nature of linkages
between climate change and security,
presenting a critical discussion on
security discourse related to climate
change and its dilemma, and presenting
several executive recommendations that
can push security-climate discourse
forward in the upcoming few years.

Linkages between Climate Change and Security
Recently, there has been a growing recognition inside several international and regional
organizations, most importantly the United Nations, of climate change repercussions on armed
conflicts and disputes in many areas around the globe. This surely threatens security and peace;
therefore, the UN Security Council recognized climate change as one of the main factors impacting
countries' stability. It also called for further detailed analyses and studies to unfold the nature of
existing or potential linkages between climate change and security in general.
Policy discussions on the relation between climate change and security date back to the beginning
of the 21st century. However, it gained more maturity in light of several governments and
international organizations' strife for generalizing risks related to climate security. Think tanks, led
by a plethora of organizations such as the Center for Climate and Security (CCS) and the
Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI), played a vital role in creating a
community of practice and promoting discourse on the relation between climate change and
security.
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Moreover, the UN Department of Political and Peacebuilding Affairs (DPPA) Strategic Plan
2020-2022 includes dealing with climate change as a catalyst leading to conflict. The
establishment of the UN's Climate Security Mechanism (CSM) among three affiliated
organizations and integration of climate risks in the UN's system since 2018 are clear indicators on
climate change's potential threat against international security and peace.
Although there is no direct confession on the linkage between climate change and certain
conflicts, some tend to discover how climate change influence social and economic dynamics
inside countries. The following are several international examples:
Bangladesh: Numerous studies tackled the major dynamics of conflict for land and natural
resources in Chittagong Hill Tracts. They also shed light on how extreme weather has led to
aggravated tensions and security threats in the region.
Nigeria and Chad: The impacts of unstable patterns and rates of precipitation on competition and
conflict for lands in the regions that have long-term disputes between farmers and shepherds.
Syria: One can study the interesting relation between climate-resulted drought that hit Syria
around 2006 and 2007 and the rise in displacement and migration paths internally and externally.
Climate change contributed to aggravating desertification, destructing farms, reducing livestock,
displacing many villagers, and leading over 2 million Syrians to poverty. This forced them to either
migrate for cities or seek refuge outside Syria.
Lastly, some members of international institutions, especially the United Nations, linked the war in
Darfur, Sudan to climate change. They argued that they are similar environmental problems
growingly causing violence and threatening security in numerous African countries.
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In spite of the abovementioned examples that directly refer to climate change's existing and
potential threats against security and peace, "uncertainty" usually comes up regarding the direct
relation between climate change and security. Hence, there is a need to monitor and scrutinize the
micro-relations between them; such relations are further evident through considering climate
change a "Threat Multiplier". This is reflected on comprehensive security inside the regions and
countries suffering from weak and fragile social, economic, and political structures. This limits
their ability to combat or adapt. While linking climate change impacts as an additional factor to
threats and dimensions of human security, it shall be easy to unfold the micro-linkages between
climate threats and security ones.

7 Major Risks: Security Ramifications of Climate Change
Emerging reports and studies have monitored several security challenges for climate. They range
from the direct practical repercussions of military bases of some armed forces in some countries
to the existential challenges of others. In addition, linkages between climate change and internal
disputes have a central position in such discourse.
Figure no. 1 illustrates seven risks related to complex climate vulnerability that can lead
to major security threats if they co-occur with other factors of countries' vulnerability.
Figure 1
Risks of Complex Climate Vulnerability
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Source: The International Alert, Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars, and European Union Institute for Security Studies
(EUISS) 2015.
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Management of security challenges related to
climate vulnerability risks starts with a clear
understanding for such risks that may appear or
aggravate when climate change interacts with social,

Climate variability and
extreme climate conditions are the

economic, political, and environmental pressures.

main drivers of the last escalation in

Such linkages can be highlighted as follows:

hunger levels worldwide and a
reason behind severe food crises.

Competition over Resources: While demand on
natural resources —that may be scarce in some
countries— deepens, competition can lead to
instability that can result in violent conflicts in case
no effective solutions are found.

They have been a contributing
factor to the alarming nutrition
levels experienced for the last
years. In addition, they have
negatively affected all the aspects

Deterioration of Livelihoods, Migration, and

of food security and nutrition.

Displacement: Potentially, climate change leads to

UN Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO), 2021

lack of human security for persons relying on natural
resources for their livelihoods. This may force them
to immigrate or become displaced, as their
livelihoods will be at risk, such as diminishing herding
lands, drying water resources, low productivity of
agricultural lands, or dead crops.
Accidents and Disasters of Extreme Climate: Climate
crises and disasters, such as hurricanes and floods,
will aggravate challenges of vulnerability, deepen
weaknesses, and threaten livelihoods and incomes
for some groups. They shall also threaten their
health security. Usually, the relation between
disasters and vulnerability contributes to additional
pressures on regimes. This situation may create
chaos and growing political tensions.
Lack of Food Security: Probably, climate change will
lead to disrupting food production in several areas.
Consequently, prices will soar, market volatility will
heighten, and protests and local riots will increase.
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Management of International Water Resources: International rivers are usually a source of political
tension and conflict among countries. Demand is growing on water resources, like rivers in specific,
as climate change can reduce their quantities that jeopardize the shares of some countries, and
precipitation levels are dropping. Thus, competition may grow violently on water usage that can
result in disputes on the management and usage of water resources with a focus on transboundary
rivers.
Sea-level Rise: The rising sea level will threaten low areas even way before being drowned, creating
social disturbance and drawing up new paths for emigration and displacement.
Unintentional Impacts of Climate Policies: While implementing the climate change adaptation
policies, unintentional negative impacts emerged. They have been evident in fragile social contexts
or amidst poor socio-economic conditions.
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The seven hazards constituting climate fragility are not disintegrated; they are complicatedly
intertwining. Transboundary water disputes can disrupt local livelihoods and access to resources,
while unstable markets and increased climate extremes can negatively impact global supply chains.
The impacts of climate change also extend to the health sector. According to the World Health
Organization (WHO), climate change affects the social and environmental determinants of health
(clean air, safe drinking water, adequate food, and safe shelter). The direct costs of health damage
are to range from USD 2-4 billion by 2030; therefore, areas lacking a robust health infrastructure
will be less able to cope without assistance for preparedness and response.

Reducing greenhouse gas emissions, in particular reducing air pollution,
could lead to improved health. Such emissions can cause insecurity in its
various sectors, at the local, regional and global levels.
Moreover, many analysts argue that the conflict in Syria and the conditions leading to the rise of
ISIS were —in part— a result of the dynamics of climate change. The notion that climate change
threatens regional and international stability has also been evident in the United Nations’
interventions on the relationship between climate change and security. Hence, the United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP) linked the civil conflict in Darfur to climate change. In this
regard, four discourses on climate change and security can be distinguished through the discourse
level, terms of reference, the nature of the threat, actor, and response.

Table 1
Climate and Security Discourses
Discourse

Reference

Threats

Actor

Response

National
security

National
state

Conflict, sovereignty,
and economic interests.

State

Adaptation

Humanitarian
security

Citizens

Life, livelihoods, core
values, and practices.

States, non-governmental
organizations (NGOs), the
international community,
and local communities

Mitigation
measures

Global
security

International
community

Conflict and global
stability.

International
organizations

Mitigation and
adaption

Ecosystem

Balance challenges
associated with
contemporary political,
social, and economic
structures.

Political awareness

Basic reorientation
of social models,
behaviors, and
practices

Environmenta
l security
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The differences among these discourses on climate and security (national, international and human
security speeches) are significant. The authors of discourses distinctively perceive the nature of
the subject threat and the question of whomever security is threatened. In terms of politics and
standards, these differences are critical because they impose various responses to climate change.
On one hand, the humanitarian security discourses encourage mitigating climate change via
curbing the greenhouse gas emissions; on the other hand, the national security discourses tend to
be oriented towards adaptation as a response to the phenomena of climate change.

Links among Climate, Armed Conflict, and Security
Researches claim the presence of a direct link between the scarcity of resources and armed
conflict; furthermore, most environmental assessments indicate a cause-effect relationship
between both. The scarcity of resources or severe environmental disasters is considered additional
burdens, compounding vulnerabilities and threat levels. In other words, violence or dispute are only
possible in communities that already suffer from other defects.
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Syria, Yemen, and Sudan are straightforward examples of the
abovementioned. There, climate change stands clear as daylight amidst a
chaos of reasons for the conflict. In mid-2000s, drought obliged numerous
farmers to abandon agriculture and migrate to cities that suffer from
overpopulation pressure. The shrinking water stock and the soaring food
prices caused a social chaos that, in turn, contributed to out-of-control
upheaval and the current conflicts.
It is sound to say that climate change has five social effects, acting as
intermediate and crucial catalysts for organized violence as follows:

 Diminishing state income resulting from scarcity of resources may hinder
the provision of commodities.

 Increased competition for resources in heterogeneous communities may
exacerbate social, religious, or ethnic divisions.

 Scarcity of resources in societies of
subsistence economy is likely to lead to
increased unemployment, loss of
livelihoods, and deterioration of economic
activity, thereby increasing poverty rates.

 In some regions, the climate change issue
may be used as a pretext to impose more
control.

 The degrading environmental conditions
may oblige individuals to migrate in large
numbers, doubling environmental pressure
in the reception areas and escalating
extremism and ethnic hate speech, Figure 2
summarizes the proposed cause-effect
links between climate change and armed
conflict.
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Figure 2
Cause-effect links among climate change, insecurity, and armed conflict
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How can policy response to climate-related
security risks be improved?
Climate change is a threat multiplier: it may
exacerbate security-based risks. The threat
does not stem from climate change per se, but
from how it impacts different features of the
social context, society, or country. In this case,
climate change represents a direct or indirect
threat to security in its various forms, whether
at the local, national or global levels.
Thus, policy response to climate-related security
risks needs improvement, efforts must be
upgraded, and work has to be conducted in a
more integrated manner. Policymakers and
practitioners or those responsible for climate
and security action can apply some
recommendations as follows:

 There is a need for close collaboration
among policymakers, practitioners, and
researchers for systematic and in-depth
knowledge on climate-related security risks.
Efforts should be coordinated, parallel, and
based on the integration of climate changerelated inter-disciplines in its geographic,
climatic, social, economic and political
dimensions. Policies and measures on
climate action must be established.

 Relevant ministries can work on determining
the best method to collect information on
climate change-related security risks and use
this information to guide a concrete strategy
to addressing these risks.
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 The concepts of “environmental migration” or “environmental refuge” have to be coined
and included in national and international legislations, which will pave the way to policies
and strategies that address the problems of forced migration and displacement. It is also
essential to integrate internal and external migration policies into the perspective of
strategies put for adapting to the environment and climate change. A database on
migration and its causes that takes climate change into account as a factor in migration
must be developed as well.

 Programs are ought to be established to build the resilience of communities and families
in the most vulnerable areas to climate change. In the event of environmental hazards, the
family and communities will be the first line of defense for many communities.
Additionally, ties of trust must be consolidated between communities and governments
through collaborative processes to share knowledge, identify priorities and appropriate
practices for climate change adaptation, and increase knowledge of climate change and
its impacts among local leaders. This will aid them in strengthening local conflict
resolution mechanisms, especially those caused by climate change.
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